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Abstract 

The heart disease prediction - HDP is an important task in health care domain now a day. Because for every minute, the 

number of people passing away with heart attack. It is difficult to HDP by physicians with huge health records. To 

overcome this complexity we need to implement the automatic heard disease prediction system to notify the patient and 

get to recovery from the disease. Here to gaining the automatic system we are using machine learning techniques to 

easily performing HDP with huge data. The machine learning techniques can be split into multiple types like unsupervised 

and supervised learning classifier. The unsupervised learning techniques used for prediction with unstructured data. But 

the supervised learning techniques working with structured data which is recommended to implement this classifiers. So, 

in this system we are using supervised machine learning techniques such as KNN, RF, NN, DT, NB, and SVM classifiers. 

For HDP, this system is using training dataset which is accessing from UCI machine learning repository. As well as this 

system is comparing accuracy performance between various ML - algorithms and shows the accuracy results with 

graphical presentation.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Day by data the huge of health records are raises in 

healthcare medical industry.  So, there is a 

recommended to manage a huge data and make them 

as useful information for favorable decision making. Due 

to this problem, healthcare industry wants to implement 

an automatic system technique which will deliver 

productive decision from a huge dataset. So, the 

machine learning techniques are effective of resolving 

these kinds of issues very well. Because it can provide 

effectible methods to retrieve meaningful information 

without analyze the huge database. In the medical 

industry, the important data can be gathered from 

various patients’ manifestations and clinical reports for 

analysis by physicians. These days at stage of lifetime 

lot of people are getting heart failure symptoms. But 

comparing between old people and young people, the 

senior citizens are facing this type of problems. 

However, the machine learning techniques can find 

correlations between different features for prediction of 

heart disease status from training dataset. By using this 

kind of training models, it can detect the heart disease 

patients without help of medical practitioners. Then it can 

pretend as an automatic system to categorize between 

positive heart disease patients and negative heart 

disease patients with accurately, so then it reduces the 

diagnosis time and cost of treatment.  

In the health care domain, providing qualities services 

and predict the diagnosis status accurately is a main 

challenge task. According survey a lot of people passed 

away with heart disease even managed and controlled 

effectively by automatic system. Here any disease can 

be controlled by dependents of detection of that disease 

at right time. So in this system the proposed system can 

predict the heat disease status at advance stage to 

notify the patients and help them to recovery from that 

disease. The huge of medical records are generated by 

medical experts for analyze and retrieve the useful 

information form that database. The health care 
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database contains mostly unattached information which 

is tedious task for prediction of heart disease. So, in the 

health care domain if we implement the machine 

learning techniques which is understand structured 

information to prediction of various diseases. Therefore, 

this system proposed a automatic system to physicians 

for   prediction of heart disease at advance stage then 

they can provide treatment to patient and save them 

from rugged seriousness. So, the machine learning 

techniques have an important role in HDP with 

supervised classifiers at advance stage to diagnoses the 

patients. 

2. RELATED WORK  

The detection or prediction of heart disease is toughest 

task in the health care domain. The physicians can 

detect heart disease with some symptoms such as 

smoking, high in taking of fat and consuming alcohol etc. 

But with this symptoms the physicians can detect 

disease may or may not be accurately. Due to this 

reasons doctors cannot be do treatment to patients at 

early stages then there is a chance to face the harmful 

outcomes by patients. So, to detect or prediction heart 

disease we need to develop the tool for detection of any 

disease at early stages then the physicians will do the 

treatment to patients to preventing harmful 

consequences.  Here the prediction tool can be 

implementing by the supervised machine learning 

techniques to HDP. Many clinical or hospitals generate 

huge medical records which is unstructured format. So 

by using this prediction tool can easily fetch the useful 

information to make the training dataset for further 

references. The machine leaning algorithms will take this 

training dataset as input and predict the heart disease 

status with current patient details as testing dataset. 

In this system we are proposed HDP with six machine 

learning classification algorithms and shows the 

accuracy results between these six algorithms. Here the 

main task of this system is predict the accurately when 

patient was feel pain with heart disease. Regarding 

implementation with help of heart disease training 

dataset and machine learning classifiers we build the 

train model file and then the physicians can enter the 

input values which is get from patients health records  

and giving to the training model as input for HDP. Here 

the heart disease training dataset is downloading from 

UCI repository which is uploaded by the medical 

department experts. To build this system we had chosen 

python language which is has pre-trained libraries or 

packages to access the machine learning classifiers. 

Here all six algorithms providing best accuracies to 

prediction of heart disease. 

3. IMPLEMENTATION 
System Model 

 
Figure.1 System Architecture 

The figure.1 depicts about our proposed system model.  

In this system model they used heart disease training 

dataset which is downloaded from UCI repository. Later 

by preprocessing, it can read the training dataset and 

split the independent and dependent attributes by 

feature extraction and then build the training model with 

classification algorithm for HDP by giving input data, 

finally calculate the accuracy between six machine 

learning classifiers. 

Dataset Collection 

In this system we are using UCI heart disease dataset 

shown in figure.2 which is accessing from Kaggle web 

repository (https://www.kaggle.com/ronitf/heart-disease-

uci?select=heart.csv). This training dataset contain 14 

attributes or features which are defined in Table.1 as 

well as it contains 303 records among them 164 records 
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belong to NEGATIVE and 139 records belong to 

POSITIVE classes or targets. 

 

Figure.2 Heart Disease Dataset 

Preprocessing 

In the preprocessing we need to load or read the training 

dataset with help of pandas library and by importing the 

pandas library we can invoke read_csv () method for 

read the entire dataset and store in a variable. The 

below snippet can show the training dataset loading 

processes. 

Feature Extraction 

After completion of preprocessing such as loading the 

training dataset, we need to get features of given 

dataset. By using feature extraction method this system 

can separate the input and output attributes and both are 

storing in x_train and y_train variable respectively. The 

below snippet will shows that syntax. 

Classification Techniques 

DT: 

It is a tree-based classifier which is preparing the training 

model with tree format. This classifier will start with a 

single root and with multiple nodes and ended with a 

number of leaf nodes. After building the training model 

for the prediction process it can follow the IF and THEN 

methodology. Here first from the root it can check the 

next node satisfies the condition then it can move to 

another node like that it can reach up to leaf nodes 

where it determines the predictable of student 

performance with the admission of which university. 

In this system, we are using sklearn.tree package to 

import the DecisionTreeClassifier to build training model 

for HDP. The below snippet will shows the building of DT 

classifier model. 

 

RF: 

This system will use sklearn.ensemble package to 

import the RandomForestClassifier to build training 

model for HDP. The below syntax will shows the 

preparation of build model. 

 

NN: 

It is a related deep learning technique where it can work 

with brain neurons. It most advance classifier compare 

with the remaining machine learning classifiers. The NN 

classifier will process with three layers such as input 

layer, middle layers like hidden layer, and final layer as 

output layer. After collecting the attribute values from 

feature extraction then these values will be feed to input 

layers. Here each input layer will be passing the values 

to each hidden layer to processing the network weigh 

values then later it can calculate all weight values and 

send them to the output layer. Finally, the output layer 

will be decided by the predicted result value by 

comparing the highest weight values with all hidden 

layers' weight values. 

This classifier also can import sklearn.neural_network 

package MLPClassifier for HDP. Follow the below 

snippet code: 

 

NB: 

The NB classifier is a machine learning classifier where 

it can predict with probabilities methodology. This 

algorithm follows the Bayes rule to perform the 

prediction of student performance. It is the fastest and 

easily predictable classifier and it calculates posterior 

probability events with other events and this algorithm 

uses mostly for text classifications. 

This classifier MultinomialNB is importing from 

sklearn.naive_bayes package. The classifier following 

the below snippet. 



  

SVM: 

In machine learning, it needs to know SVM classifier 

what kind of problem statements will be solved with the 

help of supervised learning. It is useful in solving both 

classification and regression problem statements. The 

five elements support vectors, Hyperplane, Marginal 

distance, linear separable, and Non-linear separable are 

involved in SVM classification. The main aim of this 

SVM, suppose if it considers a classification problem, it 

can easily separate the two classes points like positive 

and negative points. So that, the SVM can classify these 

points with the hyper plane which is the centerline of 

these two classes points. Here the SVM makes sure that 

when it creates the hyperplane then it also creates the 

two margin lines parallel and these two margin lines 

have computed some distance therefore it will be easily 

linearly separable for both the classification points. But 

the SVM makes sure that one of the margin lines passes 

through one of the nearest positive points, similarly, 

another margin line also passes towards negative points. 

These nearest points are called support vectors.  The 

SVM not only focuses on generating the hyper lane it is 

also focused on generations of margin lines to get a 

better accuracy model, which is behind the intuition of 

SVM. 

The below syntax is following the code of HDP. 

 

KNN: 

The K-NN algorithm is the most popular supervised 

machine learning algorithm. The K-NN classifier is also 

used for solving the regression and classification 

problems but regularly it is implemented for resolving the 

classification problems. Here K represents the integer 

value from 1 to n numbers. It easily classifies the non-

linear data points which are distributed in a non-linear 

manner. Here there is no need to draw a straight line 

and classify those data points. The K-NN algorithm is 

majorly based on similarities, it can classify the new data 

points. In the process of classification problems, the K 

value should be selected where it will indicate that how 

many nearest values it considers in terms of distance. In 

the K-NN algorithm, the distance will be calculated by 

two parameters such as Euclidean distance and 

Manhattan distance. Most of the classification problems 

will be solved by the Euclidean distance formula in the 

K-NN algorithm. 

 
Where x, y are data points. 

D indicates the distance 

It is also import the KNeighborsClassifier module from 

this sklearn.neighbors. Here we took K value is 1 for pick 

the nearest distance value as output. 

 
Prediction 

This module will be executing after build the training 

model with respective best classifier. For HDP we need 

to invoke predict () method with testing dataset as input. 

This method will be available in every classifier. By 

calling this function it can start to comparing with training 

dataset with given testing dataset with respective 

classifier and it returns the target column as output 

which is matches to near with training dataset. The 

below syntax is used for prediction of heart disease as 

POSITIVE or NEGATIVE. 



 

Calculation of Accuracy 

Here the system can calculate accuracy between six 

supervised machine learning algorithms. For this we 

need to split the heart disease dataset with 70% as 

training dataset and remaining 30% as testing dataset 

can be done with help of train_test_split() method which 

is importing from sklearn.model_selection package. 

Therefore it can return the x_train, x_test, y_train, y_test 

parameters then by taking the inputs as x_train, y_train 

and build the training model with respective classifiers 

and get the predicted classes pre_cls by invoke the 

prediction function by taking input as x_test then finally 

calling metrics.accuracy_score () with input y_test and 

pre_cls then it returns the accuracy of each respective 

classifier. The below snippet will show the process of 

accuracy calculation. 

 

4. EXPERIMENTSL RESULTS 

 

Figure.3 Accuracy Comparison between six Classifiers 



 

Figure.4 KNN Algorithm Metrics 

 

Figure.5 SVM Algorithm Metrics 
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Figure.6 Naïve Bayes Algorithm Metrics 

 

 

Figure.7 Neural Networks Algorithm Metrics

 

Figure.8 Random Forest Algorithm Metrics 

 

Figure.9 Decision Tree Algorithm Metrics 

5. CONCLUSION 

By taking the advantages of online world we have lot of 

medical history data is available. Extracting and analysis 

medical history data is become very necessary for the 

prediction of the diseases. Especially in heart diseases, 

the rate of deaths due to heart attacks is increasing day 

by day. This rate we can decrease by predicting disease 

by analyzing the heart patient’s medical history data. In 
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this project we propose a comparative analysis of HDP 

using popular classification algorithms. We classify and 

compare the results in terms of Accuracy calculation. 

Here we have used KNN, SVM, NB, NN, DT and 

Random Forest for classifying the heart attack medical 

data and  calculate the accuracy score. In these 

algorithms we got 98% of accuracy for Random Forest 

algorithm. We deployed Random Forest algorithm for 

user HDPs.  
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